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My personal wormhole. . .

It all begin with Corita

. . . 

continued with E. E. Cummings: 
“Tell me, doesn’t your painting  interfere with your writing? 
Quite the contrary: they love each other dearly” . . . 

headed into some serious picture envy in a family of visual 
artists: 

“I wish I could hang a ku or two on the wall!”  

and ended in a desire to learn from picture what more there is 
to poem, by making haiga.



What is haiga?

Haiga means “playful painting,” i.e.:

• A blended art practiced since the 17th century 
in Japan. 

• A simultaneous presentation of haiku and visual 
image tending towards synergy.

• A creative juxtaposition of unlike things.

• Side-by-side fictions of poem and picture—like 
toddlers playing separately yet together, 
influencing each other overtly & covertly.



What is      play?

• A goal-less activity performed for fun or enjoyment 
that incidentally develops skill, intuition, and 
knowledge.

• Permission to imitate, model, and learn by doing, 
without risk or consequence. 

• “The ability to play spontaneously with ideas, 
colors, shapes, relationships—to juggle elements 
into impossible juxtapositions… to translate from 
one form to another…” [Rogers, 1954]



Playing with Haiga

• Play can and does “mash-up” bits and pieces of 
experience that suddenly gain resonance from their 
juxtaposition. 

• Play with poem and painting works the same way. 
How we relate word and image (how we juxtapose) 
develops relationships between the two.

• The synergies that may result develop meaning 
beyond that of poem or picture alone. 



A Playful Example

candlelight
a farmhouse in the lee
of early dark

a poem in need 
of a picture

a picture 
“borrowed”
from the 
internet

the borrowed 
picture 

modified



The “Mash-Up”



A Playfully Serious Juxtaposition

• When the juxtaposition of poem 
and picture is effective, 
additional insight into the haiku 
moment may be in the offing: 

• What connections can we 
draw between word and 
image? 

• How does the poem inform 
the picture, and the picture 
inform the poem?



Haiga Relationships

• ILLUSTRATION: Does the picture 
illustrate what the poem 
describes?  (Or vice versa?)

• INTERPRETATION: Does the 
picture interpret what the poem 
leaves unspoken, though 
inferred? (Or vice versa?)

• INTUITIVE EXPANSION: Does the 
picture present new and 
unexpected content that links 
with the poem on an intuitive 
level—and expands its meaning? 
(Or vice versa?)



HAIGA: 
The Poetry of Images

An exhibit of poem:pictures
by Chase Gagnon and Lidia Rozmus

with representative
haiga from around the world

Arranged by members of the 
Evergreen Haiku Study Group 
at Michigan State University,

East Lansing, Michigan



Poem & Picture: Adjei Agyei-Baah, Ghana



Poem & Picture: Steve Hodge, USA 



Haiku & Photography: Chase Gagnon



Poem & Picture: Ron C. Moss, Australia 



Poem & Picture: Kris Moon, Japan



Haiku & Photography: Mike Rehling, USA



Haiku: Lidia Rozmus
Photography: Iwona Biederman



Haiku: Lidia Rozmus
Japanese translation: Nanae Tamura
Calligraphy: Masanobu Hoshikawa
Sumi-e: Lidia Rozmus

nothing else matters
just this wind

touching my skin



Haiga Workshop
Responding to visual images with haiku,

with certain tips or strategies in mind…

Contemporary Haibun, 14, 2013
in b/w

photo: robert root-bernstein

haiku: michele root-bernstein



Focus on one element in the 
picture. . .  

• And respond to it with haiku, in one of the 
following ways:
• Describe literally, illustrate.



• Describe synonymously, interpret.

• Describe what else 
the image reminds you of, 
expand.























Workshop Share

• Any haiku to share for any of these pictures?

• Any insights into the haiku moment?

• Any synergies that come to mind with your 
haiga pairing or one you’ve heard here 
today?



Links to Haiga: The Poetry of Images
• The Haiku Foundation site:
• https://www.thehaikufoundation.org/haikulife-the-haiku-

foundation-video-project/haikulife-2018/

• Direct Youtube sites: 

• Lidia Rozmus:
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NrY64nceRK4&feature

=youtu.be

• Chase Gagnon:

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PVdo-2HV7m0

• World Haiga:

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NrY64nceRK4&feature
=youtu.be

https://www.thehaikufoundation.org/haikulife-the-haiku-foundation-video-project/haikulife-2018/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NrY64nceRK4&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PVdo-2HV7m0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NrY64nceRK4&feature=youtu.be


Image Resources & Credits

• Photographs of heron, aspens, corn lily leaves, 
damselfly: various Sierra Club Engagement 
Calendars of the last 20 years.

• Photographs of woman in profile and goldfish: 
various issues of The Sun literary journal over the 
last 20 years.

• Photographs of out-of-focus tree and blossoms: 
Robert Root-Bernstein.

• Linoleum block prints of field of cows and owl in 
moonlight: Laura deLind.



Thank you!

rootbernsteinmichele@gmail.com

2007 Haiku Canada
30th Anniversary
Members Anthology


